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1Why Moms

and Why

Everyone?



Everybody on earth comes through birth and birth is given by women. If you

exist, you have/had a mom. And if you’re a woman, you’ll most likely are or

will become one. 

 

Various studies aside, it’s clear that moms need support in many ways. They

like any other human beings have their interests and hobbies, personal and

professional life aspirations, dreams and goals. After becoming a mom of one

two three or more children, a woman has so much workload in life that

without support from workplaces, families and societies in general, they

hardly exist, from task to task. Their mental and physical conditions worsen,

their productivity decreases and their dreams slowly fade away. 

You see it through your mom’s story, through your own story, through your

friend’s story, through your colleague’s story or a neighbor’s story. If you

look around, you surely can see it. 

 

Try to consciously and mindfully observe what a mom’s day looks like, ask

her to tell you her story, ask her what she would do if anything was possible

and what you hear sometimes can change your day or even your life. Each

and every mom wants and is capable of doing so much more not only for

herself but also for others, as her nature is to care more and care better. 

 

Most moms don’t speak out and don’t reach out because most of their time

and energy is spent on their families and jobs. Their voices are less heard.

Societies can initiate their inclusion and support their well-being. We need to

knock at their doors and listen to what it is that they have to say. 

 

You can contribute to moms’ well-being while enjoying the process of

impact-making. Your values change, your network grows and remember that

moms give back! 

Have a few hours a month? That will do too!



2AboutGlobalMoms

Initiative



The GlobalMoms Initiative, or GMI, is a nonprofit and voluntary Initiative of moms

from all over the world. The objective of GMI is to support every mom as she

strives to achieve physical and mental wellbeing, as well as financial

independence. Furthermore, GMI will work to link globalmoms with the social,

professional and financial resources they are seeking while providing ongoing

assistance and encouragement.

GMI aims to reach and support moms who are underserved or underrepresented,

such as moms of children with disabilities, full-time moms in crisis, juggling

working moms, struggling mom entrepreneurs at their -1 to 1 business stages,

regardless of age, geography, nationality, social status or so.

GMI, a safe space for every volunteer.



Constant support from the Leadership Team.

Valuable skills that come with the sense of purpose and community.

Connections with new friends and the value driven global community.

Possibility to career advancement.

More fun and fulfillment into your life. 

Personal and professional growth.

Peer and 121 mentorship. 

Article byline.

Community recognition.

Chance to elevate yourself and the whole community.

GMI Global Network membership. 

Priority participation to GMI and partners' events.

Annual letter of appreciation. 

Links to potential jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities and resources as in

need.

GMI reaches and empowers the target moms through two projects:

 

1. The #MomStory100 Project - See the world through her story

 

The #MomStory100 Project, it relies on volunteers, who are story lovers, to find,

link, or interview moms, and also we encourage every mom writing for herself,

through her own narrative to identify real needs and barriers for individual

development. For every momstory, we stick to "no revision" publishing principle,

to demonstrate GMI's unconditional acceptance and support to moms, see and

appreciate every mom as who they are. Besides, the stories will contribute to

#MomQActionResearch.

GMI #MomStory100 Project can retain an unlimited number of story writers and

interviewers or editors at the same time, as we have so many target interviewees; 

 

 

2. The #MomCEO100 Club - Not a complainer but a maker

 

Another project is the #MomCEO100 and Women Entrepreneurs Club, which

aims to link key educational and developmental resources such as knowledge and

skills, technology, talent, funding and social networks that entrepreneurs need to

realize its new business plan from 0-1, the #MomStory100 Project also supports

MomCEOs to develop their own narrative and story for demonstrating their social

entrepreneurship.

 

 

GMI is looking for City Chapter Leads, short-term and long-term volunteers. 

Here’s what we can offer:



3Who Can

Volunteer?



GMI City Chapter Lead

While short-term and long-term volunteers

are given shared authorities to carry out

various activities, City Chapter Lead takes

responsibility to lead, empower and

support his/her community. City Chapter

Leads will be generated from experienced

changemakers, strategic partners and

long-term volunteers of GMI.

Youth, moms, dads, all adults and the elderly, as long as you are

committed to supporting moms through GMI projects.



Roles and

Responsibilities

Recruit new volunteers on a constant basis and delegate

authorities between the City Chapter volunteers team to

make sure interviews with moms are being conducted,

stories are being written and mom startup community is

growing.

Create a community of moms and female entrepreneurs.

Be there to provide support to both team and community

members.

Organize and coordinate online and/or offline events

(not-for-profit and non-commercial) at least once a

month, covering the two project areas: MomStory100

and MomCEO100.

Communicate with the Leadership Team to provide

updates on the community needs and interests, as

well as on their promptness to be engaged in more

intense activities. 

Support from GMI if and when needed. 

121 mentorship with experienced chapter leads.

Opportunity to elevate within GMI and towards the GMI

Global Steering Committee. 

Participation in strategy planning and decision making

processes. 

If you’re willing to become one, here’s what your tasks

includes but are not limited to:

 

City Chapter Lead is offered:



4ApplicationForm



Name:

Age:

First language:

Second language:

Location:

Social status :

single

married

separated

mother

if yes, number of children:

Education background:

Occupation:

Hobbies/interests:

Contact email:

First time volunteer （Y/N）:

Starting Date:

Commitment of time

one-time volunteering (minimum 6 hours per month)

Monthly volunteering (minimum 6 hours per month)

yearly volunteering ( minimum 6 hours per month)

special volunteering based on requests

others, please specify



The MomStory100 Project

The MomCEO100 Club

Link moms for interviews

Interview moms and write stories

Edit mom stories

Rewrite mom stories

Proofread mom stories

Writing posts and articles for social media

Manage social media groups

Wechat

Facebook

LinkedIn

Other

Research and annual review 

Organize events and moms meetups

Others, please specify 

Volunteer development and coordination

Online event organization and facilitation

Offline event organization and facilitation

Join 121 or more to one support group

Partnership development and coordination

Writing posts and articles for social media

Manage social media groups

Wechat

Facebook

LinkedIn

Other

Partake in research and monitoring 

Others, please specify

Please check the activities that interest you most.



I want to be supported and appreciated by others, in the same way I support and

appreciate others, including fellow volunteers and community members;

When I commit to do some volunteering work, I treat it as my work and it is expected

to be delivered on time based on mutual discussion and agreement. If any delay is

inevitable, I will inform my fellow volunteer or team leads at least one day ahead;

Once I need extra support or meet challenges, I am willing to reach out to GMI

community or speak to GMI's team leads or volunteer manager proactively;

I can stop my volunteering work at any point with 3 days ahead of notice and

confirmation with GMI's designated volunteer manager or team leads;

Any work or time I have contributed will be acknowledged properly in GMI, and the

outputs will not be used for any commercial purpose;

I don't anticipate any financial compensation from any work I have done in GMI;

I am expected to be an active team-worker and collaborator, and truly believe in

fulfilling-ourselves-through-helping-others philosophy;

As far as I see necessary, I am willing to share relevant social resources with GMI while

I build new positive social relationships through GMI;

I agree that receiving support is another way of giving, and we give with sincerity. 

When I decide to volunteer for moms in needs through GMI's social networks and

platforms:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

 

 

 

Here I _______ fully understand and support above statements.

 

Attachment: Time Sheet for Monthly Volunteers.

 

 

 

Signature: 

 

 

 

Date: 

 

 

 

 

Consent Form

 



5Contact Us



Join Now!

Fill out the application form and kindly

send us to the email address:

info@globalmomsinitiative.com

Or scan the code to apply online.

For more information, please go to:

Wechat Account @everyoneflows

Facebook @GlobalMoms Initiative

Looking for partnerships? email to:

Partnerships@globalmomsinitiative.com

Scan for More

online application form


